WP Newsticker Documentation
jNewsticker for Wordpress brings the power
of jNewsticker to your Wordpress website.
Don’t know a thing about coding? You’re in luck.
jNewsticker for Wordpress is designed to be as
painless as possible, regardless of your technical
expertise. Just install the plugin, configure a news
ticker and drop it into one of your theme’s widget
ready areas or into any post with the shortcode.
Developers, we thought of you too. The plugin
comes pre-packaged with support for adding
news items from RSS feeds, Twitter, Facebook,
recent posts and recent comments out of the box,
but you can take advantage of the plugin’s flexible
framework to register your own data sources.
None of the bundled skins doing it for you?
Creating your own is as easy as creating a CSS file
and registering it with the plugin.

Features
›› Three professionally designed skins
›› Three in-built news ticker animation styles:
fade, scroll and reveal
›› Populate news items from RSS feeds, Twitter,
Facebook, recent posts and recent comments.
Support for custom post types is built in.
›› Multi-lingual support
›› Design your own skins
›› Handles window resizing
›› Supports multiple instances on a page
›› Full documentation covering how to
implement the news ticker, theming guide and
developer guide
›› Compatible with IE7+, Firefox, Safari, Chrome
and Opera
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Installation instructions
Via the dashboard:
1. Log into your Wordpress dashboard.
2. Go to Plugins > Add New
3. From the horizontal menu at the top, select Upload
4. Select the zip file titled plugin.zip inside the folder you downloaded from CodeCanyon and click
Install Now

Via FTP:
1. Log into your website via FTP.
2. Unzip the file called plugin.zip inside the folder you downloaded from CodeCanyon and upload it to
the wp-content/plugins/ directory on your server
3. Log into your Wordpress dashboard
4. Go to Plugins > Installed Plugins and activate the plugin

Create a news ticker
Once you have jNewsticker for Wordpress installed, go to Settings > jNewsticker to begin creating your
first news ticker.
The news tickers you create will be listed here so you can edit (or delete) them when you need to. For
now, click Create news ticker to get started.
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The configuration page for a news ticker consists of three sections:
1. General settings
2. Settings specific to the type of animation you choose
3. Data sources

General settings
Internal Title: The internal title for the newsticker. This is how you will identify it in the admin area.
Title on ticker: The title for the newsticker. Leave blank for no title.
Animation: The type of animation the newsticker uses.
Display controls: Whether to display controls for manually pausing, resuming and moving to next and
previous news items.
Start animation automatically: Whether animation should start automatically when the newsticker is
loaded.
Sort news items: How to sort news items. News items can be sorted chronologically from newest to
oldest, oldest to newest, or randomly.
Pause on hover: If checked, the animation will pause when the user hovers over the newsticker.
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Fade animation settings
Fade out speed: Speed in milliseconds at which a news item fades out.
Fade in speed: Speed in milliseconds at which a news items fades in.
speed of transition: Length of time a news item appears before the next one fades in.
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Reveal animation settings
Speed at which letters are revealed: Speed in milliseconds at which each letter is revealed.
Speed of transition: Length of time a news item appears before the next one begins to be revealed.

Scroll animation settings
Speed of scroll: Speed in milliseconds at which the scrolling action occurs.
Speed of slide: Speed in milliseconds at which the slide between news items should occur.
Easing function: The easing function used to slide between news items. jQuery comes with two
available easing functions: ‘swing’ and ‘linear’. You may have more available (see http://api.jquery.com/
animate/#easing). The slideEasing setting is set to ‘swing’ by default.

Date sources
The data sources section is where you set up what type of news items you want to show with your
news ticker. Do you want the news ticker to show your last five posts? Your last ten comments?
News headlines from the New York Times website? This is where you set that up.
By default, six data sources are included, though this can be extended if you understand PHP
(see details in the For Developers section of the documentation).
Every data source has a number of settings you can use to customise it.
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Free Form News Item
Create your own news items. Each news item consists of a line of text, and a date and time for the item
(used in sorting news items by time).

Recent posts
Display the most recent posts from your site. Set the number of posts you want to display, which
categories you want to display posts from, and how the news items should be formatted.
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Recent post types (custom post types)
This is very similar to the Recent posts data source, but it allows you to display the most recent items
from another post type. For example, if you’re running an ecommerce site, the ecommerce plugin
you’re using may have created a Products post type -- use this data source to display the most recent
products you have added.

You can tick which post types to include, set how many items should be displayed and customise how
the news items should be formatted.

Recent comments
Display the most recent comments on your site. Only approved comments are used. You can configure
how many comments should be displayed, whether trackbacks and pingbacks are included and how
the news items are formatted.
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Twitter
Display the most recent tweets from your Twitter account (or someone else’s). Before being able to use
this, you need to create a Twitter application, following the steps below.

Creating a Twitter application
In order to use Twitter as a data source, you have to create a Twitter application. This is much easier
than it sounds!
Follow these simple steps:
1. Go to https://twitter.com/apps to register your app. You may be asked to log in.
2. Once you are logged in, click the button that says Create a new application.
3. Complete the form, tick the terms and conditions and solve the Captcha. Create your application.
4. You have now created a Twitter application. The final step is to create an access token. Do this by
clicking the button at the bottom of the page.
5. Finally, copy and paste the relevant details about your Twitter application into the provided fields on
the main jNewsticker settings page.

Using the data source
If you have provided your credentials above, you are now ready to begin using the Twitter data source.
Enter your username, decide whether to include retweets or replies, how many tweets to display, how
long to cache tweets for and how tweets should be formatted in the news ticker.
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RSS feed
Display the most recent items from one or more RSS feeds. Enter the URL to the feed, the number of
items to display, how long the feed results should be cached for and how items should be formatted in
the news ticker.
Use multiple RSS feeds by clicking the Add another RSS Feed button.

Facebook page
Display the most recent items from one or more Facebook pages. Enter the URL to the feed, the
number of items to display, how long the results should be cached for and how items should be
formatted in the news ticker.
Add items from multiple Facebook pages by clicking the Add another Facebook page button.
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A note about formatting
One of the most powerful things about jNewsticker for Wordpress is how you can customise the output
of each data source. This allows you to set up your tweets to display in one way, while your recent
comments are displayed differently.
Different variables are available for different data sources. Below each formatting field, you’ll see a list
of variables that can be used for that data source. For example, when displaying recent posts, you can
insert the post title, excerpt, author name, link, date and time since the post was created as variables.
Every variable is wrapped inside %% markers.

Inserting a news ticker
Once you have created a news ticker, there are three ways of displaying it.

Using a widget
If you have a widget ready area in your theme where you’d like the news ticker to be displayed, head over
to your Appearance > Widgets and drag the Newsticker widget to the widget area you want to use it in.
Configuring the widget is very easy – just choose the news ticker you want to display and click Save.

Using a shortcode
You can add a news ticker to a specific page, post or other custom content type by using the
[newsticker] shortcode. The shortcode accepts one parameter, id, which defines which news ticker you
want to display. For example, the following shortcode would display the news ticker with ID 1:
[newsticker id=1]
You can find the ID for each news ticker from the main jNewsticker settings page -- the left-most
column displays the ID.

Using a PHP function
If you’re PHP savvy, you can insert a news ticker directly into your code with the jnewsticker_
display function. The function has one required parameter: the news ticker ID. You can find the ID
for each news ticker from the main jNewsticker settings page – the left-most column displays the ID.
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For Developers
jNewsticker for Wordpress was specifically designed to be flexible.

Functions:
jnewsticker_register_data_source( $class_name )
You can register a new data source using this function, by passing the name of the class. For best
practices, your data source class should extend jNewsticker_Data_Source. We also recommend
registering a data source using this function during the init hook.
While an in-depth tutorial into the process of creating a custom data source is beyond the scope of this
tutorial, we do plan on releasing one on our website soon. For now, be sure to check out the source of
the other data sources to see how it’s done.
jnewsticker_register_skin( $name, $src )
Register a new skin using this function. You must pass a name for the skin, and its location. Registered
skins will appear in the drop down list of skins on the main jNewsticker settings page.
jnewsticker_display( $ticker_id )
As detailed above, this function can be used to display a news ticker. It requires a ticker ID.

Filters:
jnewsticker_item_time_ago_format
Customize how the the ‘time_ago’ variable is formatted.
jnewsticker_item_date_format
Customize how dates are formatted in news tickers.
Default: M d
jnewsticker_trim_string_length
Set how many words strings such as excerpts should be trimmed to.
Default: 12
jnewsticker_trim_string_more
Set the ‘more’ text of trimmed strings, such as excerpts.
Arguments:
Default: …
jnewsticker_open_links_in_new_window
Set whether parsed Twitter links (ie. links to hashtags or user profiles) are opened in a new window.
Default: false
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